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title of a little book by W. F. White, published by the London 
Religious Tract Society.--The prolonged existence of Ichneu- 
mon in the pupa state is noticed by W. McRae in the Entomnolo- 
gist, p. i 88. -Several interesting papers on the Collembola, by G. 
Brook, have appeared during the past year in the Journal of the 
Linnaman Society of London; among others a revision of the 
genus Entomobrya, of which Degeeria of Nicolet is a synonym. 
Packard's Degeeria io-fasciata, a common U. S. species, is referred 
to the common European Enztomobrya mezdifasciata, of which 
Say's Podutra fasciata is also regarded by Mr. Brook as a 
synonym. 

ZOOLOGY 

NOTES ON MEDUSE - (Continued from February numbner).- 
Stomalonema reticulaizlm, n. g. and s.-I have given the name of 
Stomatonema reticulatumz to a new Discophore from the South 
Atlantic, which has affinities with Cassiopea, Aurelia, and others, 
and seems to me to throw considerable light on the homologies 
of certain peculiar bodies called " crests," found on the oral cyl- 
inder of that curious genus from the Florida Keys, known as 
Stomoloph us. 

The body is an inch and a half in diameter, is rounded, bell- 
shaped above, with thick gelatinous walls. The margin of the 
bell is much thinner than the central region, and on its floor is 
a fine reticulation of anastomosing tubes. The region of this net- 
work of tubes forms a narrow zone, whose outer edge is the bell 
margin. There are no marginal tentacles as in Cassiopea and 
some other related genera of Discophora. 

The marginal sense-bodies are more closely allied to those of 
Aurelia than to the same structures in Cyanea or Rhizostoma. 
The sense-bodies are eight in number, placed at regular intervals 
about the rim of the bell. Each sense-body is covered with a 
hood, and on either side, continued for a short distance beyond 
the sense-bulbs, is a lappet similar to like structures in the genus 
Aurelia. In addition to the zone of anastomosing tubes men- 
tioned as being found on the bell margin, there are other vessels 
which arise from the central stomach cavity, and pass directly 
without bifurcation to the inner rim of the marginal network. 
Between these last there are still others, also straight and un- 
branched, which arise from the inner rim of the marginal net of 
tubes and extend centripetally, ending blindly in the bell substance 
on the lower floor. 

The oral appendages of Stomatonema are characteristic. They 
hang from the lower floor by four attachments, in the intervals 
between which are placed the large globular ovarian sacs. The 
oral appendages are small, eight in number, and have a remote 
likeness to those of Aurelia. On the under side of each a groove 
is formed between two wing-like folds, which hang down and 
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border the canal on each side. These folds are continued around 
the oval tentacles at their distal ends, extending for about half 
the length of the tentacle on the upper side, and enclosing on this 
side a canal similar to that found below. On the edge of each of 
these folds there is placed a row of suckers, or " mouths," which 
resemble the well-known mouths in Aurelia, Cassiopea, and other 
similar Discophores. Each oral tentacle is thus bordered above 
and below by a double row of these sucking mouths. The signi- 
fication of my emphasis of this fact will be seen when we come to 
consider their homologues in the strange genus Stomolophus. 

A system of vessels for the transportation of the food from the 
sucking mouths to the central stomach cavity pervades the oral 
tentacles. Through the middle of each tentacle there passes a 
tube, which takes up alternately from upper and lower sides 
smaller vessels, passing to it from the superficial canal on the 
lower and likewise from that already described on the upper 
edges of the oral tentacles. As it nears the common fusion of 
all the oral tentacles, the median vessel of each tentacle becomes 
superficial, and opens into the groove with which it is continued 
on the lower surface of the oral apparatus, until ultimately it 
passes through a common central orifice into the stomach cavity. 
The two regions of suckers found on the oral tentacles we may 
designate as the upper and lower regions; the former being simply 
a continuation of the latter around the distal end of each oral 
appendage. The upper region of suckers is therefore morpho- 
logically the same as the lower, with which it stands in direct 
communication. In Aurelia the lower region of suckers ends on 
the lower side of the oral tentacle near its distal extremity. 
Does its continuation on the upper side in Stomatonema mean 
anything when we study the distribution of these bodies in some 
other genera ? 

The genus Stomolophus, found in Floridan waters, is a Dis- 
cophorous medusa of which little is yet known, either as regards 
its anatomy or embryology. As far as our limited knowledge of 
the structure of their umbrella goes, there are many points of re- 
semblance in the two genera. Both have the same bell-shaped 
bodies, and both are destitute of tentacles on the bell margin. 
Stomolophus is represented in the well-known figure in Professor 
L. Agassiz' " Contributions to the Natural History of the United 
States," with a reticulated zone surrounding the bell margin, 
which may correspond with the reticulated zone of tubes in our 
new genus. 

In the structure of the oral region the two genera seem widely 
different, for while in Stomatonema we find this organ composed 
of eight oral tentacles, each of which is wholly distinct from the 
others, in Stomolophus there is a consolidated oral cylinder 
crossed by longitudinal lines of " crests," of which there are 
eight pairs. Of these crests there are two kinds, an upper, arising 
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from the sides of the oral cylinder which, as the medusa swims 
through the water, is almost wholly concealed by the sides of the 
bell, and a lower, in anatomical structure resembling the last, and: 
also arranged in eight pairs in a similar manner. They are, 
however, disconnected from the upper, and are situated at the 
distal end of the oval cylinder. These " crests," particularly the 
upper, are raised folds or lips thrown into many ruffles, and are 
vertically arranged on the oral cylinder; the lower extending- 
around the marginal rim into the mouth cavity of the cylinder. 
Professor Agassiz has already shown that the oral cylinder of 
Stomolophus may be looked upon as the homologue of the eight 
consolidated arms of the Rhizostome medusa. If we imagine the- 
eight oral tentacles of Stomatonema consolidated into an oral 
cylinder, we would have almost exactly the morphology of the 
mouth-parts of Stomolophus. In that consolidation the vertical 
"crests" are what remains of the upper region of suckers and the 
lips upon which they arise, while the lower " crests" or ruffles are 
representatives of the lower lips and their appendages. In the- 
fancied consolidation we must suppose a small partition between 
the upper and lower lines of sucking mouths, the upper crests 
being separated from the lower by an unbroken anid consolidated 
section of the oral cylinder. 

The genus Stomatonema approaches more closely Stomolophus 
than any of the Rhizostomidac, and seems to me to confirm the 
theory that the formation of the oral cylinder of the latter is 
homologous with the consolidation of the oral tentacles. Whether 
this morphology of the organ in question is supported by the 
course of the development of the mouth must be proved or dis- 
proved by those who have opportunities to study this not un- 
common medusa in Floridan waters, or on the Carolinian or 
Georgian coasts. 

The genus Stomatonema was taken in Montevideo harbor, and 
a type specimen is in the Mus. Comp. Zool. at Cambridge. 

Glossocodon and Cuinina.-The interest attached to the com- 
mensalism of Cunina and Glossocodon, in which colonies of the 
young of the former genus are attached to various regions of the 
body and stomach of the latter, and the fact that both of these 
genera are found in North American waters, leads me to publish 
the accompanying sketch made several years ago (i878) at Villa 
Franca. Although the commensalism of Cunina and Glossoco- 
don has never been observed in our North American representa- 
tives, the late Professor McCrady rrmany years before (i856-7) 
discovered in Charleston harbor a Cunina oclonaria McCr., whose 
young lives in the bell cavity of a genus to which he gave the 
name of Turritopsis. It remains yet to be seen whether our 
species of Glossocodon and Cunina have that same intimate re- 
lationship which has been described in the Mediterranean species 
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by Haeckel,l Uljanin, F. E. Schultze, and others, between the 
genera Caramina and Cunina. Fritz Muller has described a like 
commensalism in Glossoco- 
don (Liriope) and Cunina from 
South A m e r i c a n waters. 
L a t e r investigations may 
show that our species are the 
same as his, and probably 
stragglers from warmer south- *.. .. 

ern waters. To those espe- 
cially whose good fortune it 
is to cultivate the study of 
the Medusae of these locali- 
ties, we must look for new a .-------- 
observations. On the New 
England coast both genera 
are very rare. The genus ., 
Carmarina, which has six ra- 
dial tubes while Glossocodon 
has but four, has not been FIG. 7.-The free extremity of proboscis 
found in our waters, but from of Carmarina, with stomach walls cut off 
Fritz Muller's observations of and tongue " columella" protruded; a, a, 
Glossocodon catharinensis we colonies of Cuninae; b, bb, "Tongue" (ex- tension of peduncle of the proboscis); c, may expect the same or a base of the tongue and union with proboscis;. 
similar commensalism in our h, section of the proboscis at the point where 
species of the same genus. it is cut off from the attached part. 

Although I have searched in vain for this relationship in our 
genera, many specimens of Carmarina with Cunina colonies, 
were found during 'my stay in Villa Franca, where both these 
genera are represented more abundantly and by much larger 
species than those thus far known from this side of the Atlantic. 
My drawing of one of these, although in essentials very similar 
to those published by Haeckel and Schultze, shows in the same 
host colonies in different stages of development, where one of 
the three (a) has not yet developed a stolon, and has not ad-- 
vanced beyond a simple medusa form. It has a very long pro- 
boscis, a diminutive bell, and is almost identical with the youngest 
Cunina octonaia figured by Professor McCrady. 

The cut (Fig. 7) represents the "tongue" (b, bb) of Car- 
marina and the terminal extremity of the proboscis (h), from 
which it hangs. The tongue is a transparent gelatinous prolonga- 
tion of the peduncle of the medusa, very similar in consistency to 
the wall of the umbrella, and is suspended within the stomach, 
protruding a little beyond the lips of the same. In order to 
show its whole extent, certain dissections have been necessary. 
The stomach walls have been removed-cut away-in order to 

1 The conception of the relationship of the two genera known as Alleogenesis. 
which Haeckel first advanced has been shown to be erroneous. 
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expose this organ and its appendages, the Cunina colonies, more 
clearly, so that only the line of their former attachments is repre- 
sented. Upon the tongue will be observed on each side an 
elongated cluster (a), made up of spherical, flask-shaped and 
star-like bodies, each of which, when magnified slightly in size, 
will be found to be a medusa of different torm from its associates, 
since in different stages of growth, but all attached to a common 
stolon which itself hangs from the tongue of the Carmarina. 
These clusters or colonies of young Cuninme, as is well known, 
ultimately dissolve their connection with the stolon and swim 
away as free medusa. 

As my object in the introduction of this cut is simply to call 
attention to a mutual relationship of the two genera, both of 
which occur in our waters, I will not consider many theoretical 
points which are closely connected with this relationship. Let 
me, however, point out the very close likeness between such a 
colony of young Cuninm and a Siphonophore. I have been able 
to confirm an important observation of Uljanin's that the Mediter- 
ranean species of Cunina does not always attach itself to the 
tongue of Carmarina, but is sometimes found fastened even to 
the walls of the umbrella. Such observations would seem to 
show that attachment to the tongue is not essential to the life of 
the young Cunina colonies. Must it necessarily be supposed 
that the young Cunina cannot also fasten itself to another medusa, 
as Professor McCrady has shown C. octonaria clings to the inner 
bell-walls of Turritopsis ? If attached to the bell of Carmarina 
it can get little of the common food with its host. In this case 
is it anything more than a parasite or is it a true commensal ? 
Observation must yet show that the attachment of one to the 
other is necessary for the life of either. 

In studying a specimen of Carmarina with Cunina colonies, 
I separated one of these colonies of Cunina from Carmarina, 
and found that it lived some time in that condition. It, however, 
died before any of the buds attached to the stolon developed into 
free medusae. The difference between such a colony of Cuning 
separated from its attachment and a Siphonophore is morpho- 
logically very small. If we go back in the embryological his- 
tory of both, we find in the "primitive larva" of a genus of 
Siphonophores called Agalma a stage not widely different from 
the youngest medusa (a) immediately after it has become at- 
tached to the tongue, and prior to the formation of the stolon. 
The morphological resemblances between a free medusa (gono- 
phore) and a simple fixed hydroid are very great, so great, in fact, 
that many naturalists have looked upon the comparison of the 
Siphonophore to one or the other as essentially the same thing. 
While, without doubt, we must regard the attached Cunina 
colonies as representing a hydroid stage, they seem to me to 
resemble more closely a budding Lizzia or Sarsia than a fixed 
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hydroid. Cunina has become degenerated by its parasitism or 
commensalism so that the proboscis with young budding from 
it alone remains. Its bell has gone, the mouth opening is no 
longer functional, and the proboscis, which has elongated into a 
stolon attached to the body of a host, is closely crowded with the 
young. The modifications which the same stolon undergoes in 
the Siphonophores, where it is elongated into the axis, and the 
changes which take place in the bell of the primitive Lizzia, by 
which a float or air bubble results, has been sufficiently discussed 
elsewhere. The most widely aberrant forms of development 
among the Siphonophores can be made uniform if we compare 
them with that of the budding Sarsia and Lizzia as the normal 
type. That exceptional form of development called alternation of 
generation which exists in the fixed hydroids may be regarded 
as the irregular, not the normal, method. It is an adaptation re- 
sulting from peculiar circumstances, and a departure from a rule 
in one direction as that of the Siphonophores is in another. The 
Cunina colonies have resemblances with both fixed hydroids and 
Siplhonophores, but have not departed as widely as either from 
the normal method in their older larval and adult conditions.- 
-2. W. Fewkes, Cambridge, DcC., 1883. 

A NEW PELAGIc LARVA.-While engaged in the study of the 
larvae of our marine Annelids, myattention has been directed to the 
close resemblance which many of them bear to the young of the 
Polyzoa, more especially of the entoproctous genera, Loxosoma, 
and Pedicellina, Several points of resemblance between Actino- 
trocha, the young of a Gephyrean genus called Phoronis, and the 
former of these two polyzoan genera in the adult condition have 
already been suggested by others, while the relationship between 
the young of the Choctopods, and the larva of Polyzoa have 
been repeatedly commented upon by those who have studied the 
development of both these groups of animals. The larval Chx- 
topod worm which most closely resembles the young of Loxoso- 
ma is the well-known Mitraria, the comparisons between which 
have been nowhere more concisely made than by Balfour, in the 
first volume of his Comparative Embryology. To prove any 
genetic relations between these groups, other worm larvae, even 
more closely related to the Polyzoa than Mitraria, ought to be 
discovered, and it would seem self-evident to every one that 
before any intimate connection between the Vermian and Poly- 
zoan phyla can be satisfactorily made out, that a larger number of 
intermediate larval forms of one group or the other should be 
found. Such a larva, which seems to me to fill in part the gap in 
our comparison of the larval Annelid and the young Polyzoan, I 
have taken several times at Newport, and although I am at pres- 
ent ignorant of the adult form which it attains, it seems to me of 
more than ordinary interest as having to a greater extent than 

VOL. XVIII.-NO. III. 20 
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any known larva, characteristics of the young of both the group 
of Chwtopods and that of the Marine Polyzoa. 

The identification at present accepted of the genus into which 
Mitraria is developed, is not wholly satisfactory. Mitraria was 
first found figured and described by Johannes Muller.1 He speaks 
of three species, and regards them as the larvae of some Annelidan 
genus. The next naturalist in order of time who studied Mitraria 
was Claparede,2 who fished the animal with the dip-net on the 
coast of Scotland. Neither Muller nor Claparede observed the 
transformation of the larva which they had found into a worm or 
had anything more than a speculative knowledge of the genus to 
which it belongs. Schneider3 was the first to observe a new stage 
in the development of Mitraria. He found that this larva, when 
left in his glasses, was replaced by one which he considered ap- 
proximately in form that of a Gephyrean. Kowalevsky, how- 
ever, according to Metschnikoff, had determined the Chwetopod 
nature of Mitraria in i867, although he had not published his 
discovery. The last step in the history of the attempts to deter- 
mine the adult of Mitraria we owe to Metschnikoff4 who traced 
it into a Chaetopod belonging to the family of Clyrnenida. Al- 
though he was not able to determine the genus of Annelids into 
which it developed, he traced it into a tubicolous worm, which 
has many resemblances to some of the genera of this family. 

Of all known worm larva, that which we are about to describe 
has the closest likeness to Mitraria.5 It is, however, still very 
far removed from it in many points of structure. 

The Polyzoan larva, which it approaches most closely is Cyclo- 
pelma, the young of Loxosoma.6 Cyclopelma longiciliatumn was 
first described by Busch,' who was, however, unable to determine 
satisfactorily the adult form. Leuckart8 first suggested that Cyclo- 
pelma is the young of the entoproctous Polyzoan, Loxosoma. 
The new larva which I am about to describe has many affinities 
with Cyclopelma, as well as with Mitraria, and seems intermedi- 
ate between the two. 

The general form of our new larva is as follows: 
Its body has an elongated, oval shape, girt equatorially by a 

swollen belt (cb) upon the margin of which the cilia are borne. 

IArch. f. Anat. u. Phys., i854, p. 88, PIs. v, vi. 
2 Zeitschr. f. Wiss. Zool., x, p. 407. 
3 Arch. f. Mikros. Anat., v (1 869), p. 271. 

4Zeitschr. f. Wiss. Zool., XXI, p. 233, PI., XVIII. 
5 A new Mitraria of large size, differing from any yet described, was found by me 

in the Bermudas in May, i882. 
6 Let me add to Dr. Leidy's list of localities where this parasite is found, the New 

England coast, on Sipunculus; Professor Verrill also reports it from New England 
coast. (Preliminary Check-list.) 

TBeobach. uiber Anat. u. Entwick. wirbellos, Thiere, x85I. 
8Arch. f. Naturg., i867, p. 304. 
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This belt, when the larva is looked at from either extremity, 
is oval, and has its margin *. OR! 
deeply indented with a notch 
(m) on one side. It divides a. 
the larva into two halves of 
unequal size, which may be 
called the anterior (a), and the eb.... E 
posterior (b). The anterior is 
hat-shaped and rounded at 
the apex. It is sometimes 
stretched into a thimble form 
(Fig. 3), at which time the 
belt is turned backward so 
that it almost wholly con- 
ceals the posterior half of the \2 
body. d FIG. i.-Larva from dorsal side; a, an- 

e auy terror hemisphere; cb, ciliated belt; cr, cili- The apex of the upper half ated apex; ms, pigment; oc, ocellus; op. 
of the body is rendered very apical projection; p, posterior hemisphere; 
prominent by reason of a tuft Pp, ciliated caudal prominences; s, sets; st, 
of cilia (cr). In one stomach. FIG. 2.-Ciliated prominences, of 

cllac). I 
onespecimen and lower extremity of larva. 

(Fig. i) these cilia appeared to 
be set on the. edge of an orifice, which was widely open and 
bore every resemblance to a mouth. A small median pro- 
longation (op) of a ridge on one side was noticed. In the 
walls of the larva near by was a pair of reddish pigment spots 
(oc). The union of the upper half of the embryo and the cili- 
ated belt is marked more especially on the ventral side by 
opaque walls caused by pigment (ms) of a black color.1 The pos- 
terior body region is smaller and more pointed than the anterior, 
and tapers uniformly from its fusion with a ciliated belt to two 
small appendages (pp) at the lower pole, or posterior extremity 
of the larva. The posterior body region is unsegmented, and the 
papilliform caudal appendages are covered with fine cilia. A vent 
opens posteriorly between these two appendages, out of which 
foeces were observed to pass. On the side of the posterior half 
of the body, opposite that in which the notch (mn) in the margin 
of the ciliated belt is found, several long spines (s) arise, which, 
although not as long, resemble in general characters the spines 
in Mitraria. They do not spring from a single or double2 pro- 
tuberance as in Mitraria, but are appended to the side of the pos- 
terior part of the body which bears the ciliated papilla. The 
true mouth was very difficult to discover, but in single specimens 
it could be seen in the region just below the ring of cilia in the 
indentation already spoken of in the margin of that structure. 

1 This pigment calls to mind the " Mesoderme oral," in the figures of young Poly- 
zoa by Barrois (Recherches sur l'Embryologie des Bryozoaires, Lille, x877). 

2 See figures of species of Mitraria by Miller. In Metschnikoff 's species there is 
a single prominence upon which the setae arise. 
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The body walls, for the most part, are opaque, especially in the 
region of the ciliated belt, which encloses some of the most im- 
portant vital organs. Within the body, however, a globular, 
orange-colored mass (st) could be seen, and from it a continuation 
(intestine) leading, downward into the posterior body region. The 
Esophagus, if seen, was not recognized. The upward prolonga- 
tion of the walls in which the orange- mass is found, as shown in 
a specimen with the upper hemisphere extended, was at first 
thought to be an esophagus, but afterwards it was referred to a 
similar placed organ in Mitraria. 

There are several doubtful and many anomalous features in the 
larva which we have described above. 

The position of the internal organs, upon which so much de- 
pends in the identification, could not, from the limited material 
at my disposal, be satisfactorily determined. It is contrary to 
all homology with other Metachaetae, that the mouth should be 
situated at the apex of the upper hemisphere, by which the larva 

3 
4 

FIG. 3.-Larva with ciliated belt turned backward (ventral view); m, mouth. 
FIG. 4.-Ciliated belt seen from below. 

would be made mesotrochal. All homology with Mitraria would 
point to a region just below the ciliated band as the probable situ- 
ation of this organ. If it really does exist here the ciliated zone 
at the apex of the larva would be exactly homologous to that 
ectodermic thickening which is described by Metschnikoff as 
found at the apex of the upper hemisphere of the Mitraria. This 
apical unfolding of the wall of the body would then have an 
entirely different meaning from the interpretation that it is a 
mouth, and the cilia would be regarded as homologous to that 
well-known tuft found in so many genera in an homologous 
position. 

The two ciliated protuberances (pp) on the posterior part of 
the body resemble closely similar appendages in several genera of 
Chaetopoda. They are not found in Mitraria nor in the Polyzoan 
larvae. In connection with their absence in the former genus, 
and their existence here, it may be well to quote one of the clos- 
ing sentences in Metschnikoff's article (op. cit) on the develop- 
ment of Mitraria. He says: " Die Abwesenheit der analen Papil- 
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len bei unserem Wurme kann schon deshalb nicht gegen die 
Clymenidennatur desselben augefuihrt werden, weil wir ja mehrere 
Reprisentanten dieser Familie (Z. B. Clymenides Clap. oder Cly- 
menia Qtrf.) ohne die charakteristische Schwanzbildung der 
echten Clymenen kennen." If our larva be the young of some 
member of the Clymenidax, the ciliated projections may be two 
of the characteristic papilke of this region of the adult.' 

Our unknown larva has one highly characteristic Polyzoan 
feature. The ciliated belt is reflexed over the lower half of the 
body in the same way that an homologous structure is turned 
back in the larval Polyzoan, Cyclopelmna, mentioned above. 
The spines appended to the posterior region of the body are 
probably temporary, and are homologous with the embryonic 
sete in Spio, Prionospio and several other genera. They ap- 
proximate nearer the setze of Mitraria as far as position goes, 
although they are not mounted on any special prominence, and 
arise from the posterior body region which bears the terminal 
ciliated prominences. In Mitraria there are no eye-spots similar 
to those which have been described in our new larva. In the 
young Loxosorna there are two well marked ocelli. 

As only a single stage in the development of my new larva 
was found, it is impossible to do more than speculate in regard to 
the genus of which it is the young. There is no doubt that it is 
a larval Annelid, but I am at a loss to what family of Chaetopoda 
it should be referred.-f. Walter Fewkes. 

BARN OWLS IN MISSOURI.-As in several other parts of the 
country, there has been an unusual occurrence of numbers of the 
barn owl here this winter. Specimens were captured in four dif- 
ferent buildings in the city and one in the country, A number 
of them made a regular resort of an unused chimney in a resi- 
dence near the centre of the city.-F. A. Saiipsoiz, Sedalia A)atural 
History Society, Sedalia, Mo. 

NOTES ON THE RED-WING BLACKBIRD.-I examined to-day 
five nests of this bird (Agclaws pliwuicezis) in a prairie, though 
near my residence. There was but one egg in one of the nests, 
three in another,and four in another. One nest had a very young 
bird and three eggs, while the fifth. nest contained four little birds 
about one-fourth grown. All of these but one, I am confident, 
I It is very difficult to reconcile the hypothesis of Metschnikoff, that the Mitraria 

is a larval stage of a genus of Clymeni(d e,and the larvae of Clymenella figured and 
described by Dr. E. B. Wilson (Stud. f. Biol. Lab. Johns Hopkins Univ., Vol. iI, 
No. 2). In none of the figures given in the excellent embryology of this worm by 
the latter author have I been able to find a larva which could be referred to a 
is Mitraria stage." If Clymenella be placed in the family of Clymenidx, and Mi- 
traria be the young of another member of the same, we evidently have two very dif- 
ferent modes of development, or rather, two radically different forms of larve in the 
two. Until a larger number of older larvae of Mitraria are known, its reference by 
Sletschnikoff to the Clymenidae must remain more or less hypothetical. 
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were old nests, which had undergone slight repairs, so that the 
poet Longfellow, when he wrote- 

"There are no birds in last year's nests," 

could not have referred to the red-wing blackbird. These nests 
were built among the cat-tail flags and coarse grass and reeds, 
which grow in the water. One of the nests was suspended upon 
green supports, while in the others the supporting stalks were all 
dead. The first-mentioned nest was evidently of recent construc- 
tion, while the others had been used at least one previous season. 

Opinion has varied much in the past in regard to the usefulness 
of this much persecuted bird. The fact that he was in the habit 
of eating some corn, just as it was hardening out of the milk, 
created a deep-seated prejudice among superficial observers years 
ago; but " the authorities" are all of one accord in the idea that 
it is one of our most useful birds. Wilson, in his time, estimated 
that the red-wings annually consumed in this country the vast 
aggregate of i6,ooo,ooo,ooo of insects, the most of which were 
noxious ! So much good work as that surely should entitle this 
beautiful bird to the fullest measure of protection. 

But I am of the opinion that the red-wings have seen " their 
best days" in several of the Northern States. Some observers 
have occasionally found their nests in trees and bushes, and others 
upon the ground. But in the great prairie States its favorite 
nesting place is among the rank vegetation of the sloughs, ponds, 
and the margins of shallow lakes. But settlement and cultiva- 
tion are resulting in the annual reclamation of thousands of acres 
of these wet lands, and just now there is springing up in many 
regions almost a mania on the subject of tile-drainage. As all 
this progresses the prairie sloughs and ponds will become dry 
land, and cease to be the summer resorts of the red-wings. They 
will gradually retire and betake themselves to other and, doubt- 
less, far-distant localities. This region has been settled about 
twenty-five years, and in that time I am confident that there has 
been quite a diminution in the vast numbers of these birds. At 
the present time there is little if any complaint of their raids upon 
the corn-fields, concerning which much was said twenty years 
ago. During the next decade tile-drainage and tillage will work 
very marked changes in the summer homes of this species, as 
well as its frequent associate the yellow-headed blackbird 
(-antlzocep/ialus icterocep/zalus), and many regions where they are 
now very abundant will doubtless only know them as occasional 
visitants or "birds of passage."-Charles Aldricki, Webster City, 
Iowa, 7zune 7, 1883. 

MIGRATION OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS.-At the first congress 
of the American Ornithologists' Union, held in New York city, 
Sept. 26-28, i883, a committee on the migration of birds was ap- 
pointed to investigate, in all its bearings and to the fullest extent 
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possible, the subject of the migration of birds in the United States 
and British North America. The work will not be limited to the 
accumulation of records of the times of arrival and departure of 
the different species, but will embrace the collection of all data 
that may aid in determining the causes which influence the pro- 
gress of migration from season to season. For example, severe 
storms, gales of wind, protracted periods of unusually high or 
low temperature (for the locality and time of year) are among the 
atmospheric conditions that are known to exert marked effects 
upon the movements of birds. The opening of the leaves and 
the flowering of certain plants, with the correlative appearance of 
a multitude of insects, are also among the actors that have to do 
with the abundance of many species. Hence the careful regis- 
tration of certain meteorological phenomena, and of the state of 
advancing vegetation from day to day, will constitute prominent 
items in the record books of the observer. 

For the purpose of rendering the result of the season's work 
as full and valuable as possible, the committee earnestly solicits 
the cooperation of every ornithologist, field-collector, sportsman 
and observer of nature in North America. Indeed, a large corps 
of observers is absolutely essential to the success of the under- 
taking, and the committee hopes to receive substantial aid from 
many who profess no knowledge of ornithology. Efficient ser- 
vice can be rendered by those familiar with only our commonest 
birds, and the committee will gladly accept data concerning any 
of the following well-known species: 

Robin, mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, bluebird, house 
wren, yellow-rumped warbler (myrtle bird), yellow-breasted chat, 
redstart, Maryland yellow-throat, cedarbird (waxwing, cherry- 
bird), purple martin, barn'swallow (fork-tailed), violet-green swal- 
low, scarlet tanager, pine grosbeak (bullfinch), purple finch, red- 
poll linnet, yellow bird (thistle bird), snow bunting, Eastern che- 
wink (towhee), junco (slatebird), cardinal redbird, rose-breasted 
grosbeak, indigo bird, bobolink (ricebird), cowbird, yellow-headed 
blackbird, red-shouldered blackbird, meadow lark, oriole (hang- 
ing bird), crow blackbird, horned lark (shore lark), kingbird (bee 
martin), pewee phoebee), Eastern humming bird, Eastern chimney 
swift, whippoorwill,' nighthawk,2 kingfisher, fishhawk, wild pigeon, 
also any of the waders, " shore birds " and ducks. 

P/an of die f'Vork.-For convenience in collecting and arrang- 
ing the enormous mass of material which will be accumulated by 
the joint labors of this army of field workers, it has been deemed 
advisable to divide the vast expanse of territory embraced in the 
United States and British North America into thirteen districts, 
each of which will be placed under the immediate direction of a 

1 When first heard. 
2When first seeni. 
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competent superintendent. The districts, with their respective 
superintendents, are: 
Alaska-Supt., John Murdoch, Smithsonian Inst., Washington, D. C. 
Northwest Territories-Supt., Ernest E. Seton, Assinaboia, via Carberry, Manitoba. 
Newfoundland-Supt., James P. Howley, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
British Columbia-Supt. (not yet determined). 
Manitoba-Supt., Professor W. W. Cooke, Caddo, Indian Territory. 
Canada-Supt., Montague Chamberlain, St. John, New Brunswick. 
Atlantic seaboard (Lighthouses and lightships from Canada to the Gulf of Mex- 

ico)-Supt. (not yet determined). 
New England-Supt., John H. Sage, Portland, Conn. 
Atlantic district (New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Vir- 

ginia, North Carolina. South Carolina)-Supt., Dr. A. K. Fisher, Sing Sing, 
New York. 

Middle-Eastern district (Southern Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia, Ken- 
tucky and Tennessee east of the Tennessee river, Alabama, Georgia and Flor- 
ida)-Supt., Dr. J. M. Wheaton, Columbus, Ohio. 

Mississippi valley-(Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Kan- 
sas, Missouri, Indian Territory, Arkansas, the small portions of Kentucky and 
Tennessee west of the Tennessee river, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi)--Supt., 
Professor W. W. Cooke, Caddo, Indian Territory. 

Rocky Mountain district (Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, 
New Mexico)-Supt., Dr. Edgar A. Mearns. 

Pacific district (Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada)-Supt., L. Belding, Stock- 
ton, Cal. 

The home of each observer is called a station, and is recorded 
by number upon the books of the committee. The committee 
particularly requests that all persons who read this circular, and 
are willing to aid in the work, will immediately communicate 
with the superintendents of their respective districts. Those 
residing in districts whose superintendents have not as yet been 
named, may address the chairman. 

It is the duty of each superintendent to exert himself to the 
utmost to increase the number of observers in his district; to 
answer the questions they may put to him concerning the details 
of the work, etc.; to collect at frequent intervals the product of 
their labors; to ascertain from these data the whereabouts of cer- 
tain species in winter and the times of leaving their winter homes; 
to determine, if possible, the number and extent of the chief ave- 
nues of migration within the limits of his district, and the aver- 
age rate of speed at which the different species travel; to locate 
the breeding areas of the summer residents; and, finally, to sub- 
mit the result of the season's work to the chairman of the com- 
mittee. The chairman shall, in turn, arrange, condense and sys- 
tematize the material received from the superintendents of the 
several districts, and shall 'present to the union the fruits of the 
joint labors of all the collaborators, together with any comments, 
deductions or generalizations he may have made upon the same. 

INSTRUc'rIONS TO COLLABORATORs.--Tble data collected may conveniently be 
arranged in three general classes: a. Ornithological phenomena; b. Meteorologi- 
cal phenomena ; c. Contemporary and correlative phenomena. 
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(a) Ornithologicalphenomena.-Each observer is requested to prepare, at his ear- 
liest convenience, a complete list of the birds known to occur in the vicinity of his 
station, and to indicate (by the abbreviations enclosed in parenthesis) to which of 
the following five categories each species pertains 

I. Permanent residents, or those that are found regularly throughout the entire 
year (R). 

2. Winter visitants, or those that occur only during the winter season, passing 
north in the spring (WV). 

3. Transient visitants, or those that occur only during the migration in spring and 
fall (TV). 

4. Summer residents, or those that are known to breed, but which depart southward 
before winter (SR). 

5. Accidental visitants, or stragglers from remote districts (AV). 
It is desirable also to indicate the relative abundance of the different species, the 

terms to be employed for this purpose being: Abundant, common, tolerably common, 
rare. 

In many species the males arrive in advance of the females, hence it is important 
to note the sex of the first comers, and the date at which the opposite sex is first seen. 

In recording arrivals and departures it is highly important to distinguish between 
the movements of the great bulk of the species and those of the forerunners or ad- 
vance guard. For this purpose two dates should be recorded for the incoming, and 
two for the outgoing of every non-resident species, as follows 

i. The first appearance of the species (F). 
2. The arrival of the bulk (BA). 
3. The departure of the bulk (13D). 
4. The last individual seen (L). 
In addition to the above, which may be regarded as essential data, there are many 

other noteworthy details that bear more or less directly upon the complicated prolb- 
lems involved in the study of migration. Among such may be mentioned the bodily 
condition of the bird (whether fat or leani), the molt and the periods of song. The 
time of mating, when observed, should always be recorded. 

(b) Aieteorologicalphenomena.-Extended meteorological data are not required, 
though the ob-vervet would derive material assistance from a systematic weather 
record. The committee desires information upon: 

i. The direction and force of the wind. 
2. The direction, character and duration of storms. 
3. The general conditions of the atmosphere, including rainfall. 
4. The succession of marked warm and cold waves, including a record of all 

sudden changes of temperature. 
(c) Contemuporary and correlative phenomena.-The committee desires that the data 

under this head be as full and complete as possible, and requests exact information 
upon: 

x. The date at which the first toad is seen. 
2. The (late at which the first frog is heard. 
3. The date at which the first tree-toad or " peeper" is heard. 
4. The dates at which certain mammals and reptiles enter upon and emerge from 

the state of hibernation. 
5. The dates at which various insects are first seen. 
6. The dates of the flowering of various plants. 
7. The dates of the leafing and falling of the leaves of various trees and shrubs. 
8. The dates of the breaking Up and disappearance of the ice in rivers and lakes 

in spring, and of the freezing over of the same in the fall. 
C. HART MERRIAM, 

Chairman of Committee on Migration, 
Locust Grove, Lewis county, N. Y. 

COLOR-MARKINGS OF MAMMALS.-Professor Eimer has con- 
tinued his studies in regard to the color-markings of vertebrates. 
As the result of his observations he has laid down certain general 
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principles which he applies to the different groups, notably to the 
mammals. 

The following general statements are elaborated: I. That the 
color-markings of mammals may be reduced to longitudinal 
stripes, spots, and transverse stripes. 2. That the longitudinal 
stripes are the oldest form, and that the two follow in course. 3. 
That the primitive mammalian fauna was a longitudinally striped 
one. 4. That the males have been first to take on the new forms 
of marking, while the females hold longer to the older form. 5. 
That the effects of the law by which the development of the 
markings takes place from the posterior part of the body toward 
the anterior part are not so easily traced in mammals as in the 
case of other groups, such as the Saurians. 6. That in mammals 
the development of markings follows a regular course, that is, the 
longitudinal markings are followed by spots which, in turn, run 
together, and finally form the transverse or tiger stripes. 7. That 
the position of the smallest spot on a mammal is not accidental, 
but due'to the action of genetic and phylogenetic laws, from which 
it follows that markings are an available means for the determina- 
tion of species. 8. That the regularity of the development of 
markings shows that they arise from constitutional causes. 

The author takes the Viverridae as the original types of the 
Carnivores, and believes that in the hyena, cats, dogs, bears, and 
weasels he can trace the form and position of markings possessed 
by the former. He acknowledges several difficulties, however, 
in the case of the leopard, jaguar, and other peculiarly spotted 
cats. He believes that the Ungulates follow the same law in 
regard to markings as the Carnivores. 

ZOOLOGICAL NOTES.-Spon1ges.-Mr. Carter (Ann. and Mag. 
Nat. Hist., Nov.) describes thirteen new species of sponges from 
various parts of the world. 

CG/enterates.-Dr. R. von Lendenfeld (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 
Oct., i883) gives a valuable description of the guard-animals or 
nematophores of the Plumularia. He, with Hamann, restricts the 
term nematophore to the chitinous envelope of the guard-polyp, 
which is truly a polyp the tentacles of which have become solid, 
while the stomachal walls have grown together. In Plumularia 
these guard-polyps are well supplied with urticating capsules, 
some of those in Aglaophenia and Antennularia have adhesive 
cells, while some species of Aglaophenia have guard-animals or 
machopolyps supplied with both urticating capsules and adhesive 
cells. The writer agrees with Hamann in the belief that the 
urticating cells of Coelenterates are not sense-cells, and states 
that " there exists a continuous connection between the nervous 
system and the plasma-mantle of the urticating capsule, which is 
ruptured by the pressure which the plasma-mantle exerts upon 
it." A preventive excitement may also issue from the nervous 
system, and paralyze the cnidocil. There is thus exhibited the 
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commencement of that reciprocal " reflex and preventive action 
to which modern psychology ascribes such great importance." 
-In a recent number of the Bulletins of the Museum of Com- 
parative Zo6logy, Mr. J. W. Fewkes gives a list of thirty-five 
Medusae found in Castle harbor, Bermudas, in May and June, 
882, describes the new species Tamoya punctata and Oceauopsis 

bermudensis, and gives notes on an unidentified Cladonema, an 
Ectopleura, and an Ephyra with sixteen tentacles. 

Echinoderms.-Mr. F. J. Bell describes (Ann. and Mag. Nat. 
Hist., Dec.) Asterias nazitarnun from Ecuador, and Czicita acutis- 
pinosa from Aneiteum, New Hebrides. 

Vermes.-In the October issue of the Annals and Magazine of 
Natural History, Mr. F. E. Beddard has a note upon four species 
of earthworms from India viz., Megascolex affinis, Periclhta ar- 
vinata, Perionyx macintosbii, and Typ/weus orientalis, the three last 
new. The anatomical characters of Typhaeus are quite different 
fro n those of any other genus before described. 

Mollusca.-The efforts of Mr. J. A. Ryder to artificially fer- 
tilize the ova of the American oyster have at last proved success- 
ful. The sexes of the oyster can be readily distinguished by the 
" drop test," that is, by the different behavior of a drop of milt, 
when placed in water, from that of a drop from the ovary of the 
female. The milt and ova were mixed in a dish, then poured into 
a pail of water, and then into a pond filled with sea water, which 
in its passage was compelled to pass through a filter of sand, so 
as to avoid all possibility of the entrance of germs from the out- 
side. Forty-six days after the experiment was commenced spat 
from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch in diameter was found 
in the pond.- Mr. R. E C. Stearns, in a letter to the Fish 
Commission, states that Glycineris gener-osa, of the western coast 
of the United States, attains a weight of sixteen pounds, and is 
probably the largest Saxicavid known, and, next to Tridacna 
gzgas, the largest clam in the world. 

Fishzes.-M. G. Lunel (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., October) 
describes a case of commensalism between Caranx inelainpygus 
C. and V., and the Medusa Cramnessa palmipes Haeckel. The 
fish was fixed in the cavity formed by the junction of the four 
columns which unite the stomach of the jelly-fish to the um- 
brella. A comparison of the notes of various observers leads the 
writer to the conclusion that Meduswe do not eat small fishes, 
which their imperfect digestive apparatus could not digest; nor 
do small fishes eat Medusw, as other writers have supposed, but 
that the young of certain fishes, the adults of which live at more 
or less considerable depths, come up to seek and reside with 
certain Meduse.--Miss Rosa Smith (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.) 
has some interesting notes on twenty-five species of fishes taken 
at Todos Santos bay, Lower California. 
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Reptiles.-A (?) new species of lizard (Scelepor-us garZnani)is de- 
scribed by G. A. Boulenger, from Dakota, in the Proceedings of 
the Zo6logical Society of London.-In the Annals and Maga- 
.zine of Natural History, G. A. Boulenger describes Lipiniia anolis, 
from the Solomon islands; R/iacop/writs lateralis, from Malabar; 
Rappia buritoni, from the Ancober river, Gold Coast; Butfo an- 
dersonii, from the north of Hindostan (Agra, Ajnmere); Hylat glaz- 
dudosa, from Guatemala; Hi. macrops, from Treasury island, Solo- 
mon group; Hynobius lickenatus, from Awomori, Japan; Spelerpes 
peruvianizts, from Moyobamba, Peru; and Cryplepsop/iis mulzj5 ipli- 
catits, a new genus and species of Cacciliida, from the Seychelles. 
The genus differs from Dermophis in the absence of a second 
row of mandibular teeth. Fourteen genera of these snake-formed 
batrachians are now known. 

The same naturalist also describes four forms of Lophogna- 
thus, two of which are new. L. 7naculilabris is from the Timor 
Laut islands, the others from Australia. 

M. -Boulenger also (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov.) notes 
-that three genera of Geckoes (Eublepharis, Coleonyx, and 
Psilodactylus) have proccelian vertebrae and a single parietal 
bone, and thus lack the two chief characters on which the sub- 
order Nyctisaura is founded. As the Varanidae have the orbit 
incompletely surrounded, and the Helodermatidx are without 
the parietal bar, these characters of the suborder also disappear. 
For these reasons M. BoUlenger proposes to retain the group 
simply as a family under the old name of Geckotidx, separating 
from it the three aberrant genera to form the family Eublepharidac. 
Eublepharis is Indian, Coleonyx Central American, and Psilodac- 
tylus West African, yet all are closely allied both in structure 
and coloration, and all possess connivent movable eyelids. 

Birds.-The Proceedings of the Zo6logical Society of London 
contains notes filling forty pages on birds collected in the Arrgen- 
tine Republic by E. W. WhVhite, edited by P. L. Sclater. -Mr. 
G. F. Gaumer spent three years exploring Yucatan; his ornitho- 
logical discoveries are recorded by A. Boucard, with notes by 0. 
Salvin, in the Proceedincs of the- Zo6logical Society of London. 
Gaumer's notes on the climate of Yucatan are of much interest, 
especially those relating to the senotes or underground caves of 
the country, which appear to be underground rivers. 

Mainunals.-In a paper on the natural position of the family 
Dipodidxe, in the Proceedings Zo6l. Soc. London, G. E. Dobson 
concludes that they are hystricine rodents having the bones of 
their hind limbs specially modified for leaping, and that their 
nearest existing allies are the fEmily Chinchillida.--Professor 
R. Owen discusses in the same Proceedings the origin of the 
keelless sternum of Notornis, by "a combination of circum- 
stances enforced, with operative conditions of organic vitality, 
first taught us by the immortal author of the Philosophie Zo6lo- 
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gique." The same line of reasoning advanced by Owen applies 
to the origin of Aptornis and Dinornis. The bottle-nosed 
whale is discussed by W. H. Flower and also by Captain Grey 
in the same journal, which also contains a figure of a new species 
of zebra (Equits grczyi) recently described by A. Milne-Edwards, 
from equatorial Egypt. 

PSYCHOLOGY. 

THE DISEASES OF THE WJLL.'-In the Humboldt Library Mr. 
Fitzgerald places before the public the results of the latest thought 
and labor of the scientific world, in a series of Svo pamphlets 
costing fifteen cents apiece. This enterprise cannot be too highly 
commended from the standpoint of the public instructor and lover 
of knowledge. If the masses are ever to become acquainted with 
the laws of their being, such a publication as the Humboldt 
Library will prove a powerful agency in accomplishing the de- 
sirable result. 

M. Ribot has the merit of stating, in clear and comprehensible 
language, the facts, doctrines, and hypotheses of modern meta- 
physics, so that the average reader may be easily introduced to 
perhaps the most important of all sciences. In this, and other 
essays on these subjects, M. Ribot pursues the inductive method, 
studying the mind as it is exhibited in the normal and abnormal 
types Which are accessible everywhere. The important aid to be 
derived from pathology in mental science is well known. M. 
Ribot arranges the diseases of the will into several heads, viz: i. 
lack of impulsion, as seen in irresolution; 2. excess of impul- 
sion; 3, impairment of voluntary intelligence; 4, caprice; and 
5, extinction of will. Under the last head lhe treats of ecstacy,, 
nirvana, hypnotism, etc. The author shows the intermediary 
character of the will, that it is not only a cause, but also an 
effect, thus denying the ordinary form of so-called "freedom of 
the will." It is difficult to perceive the utility of the word will 
in this doctrine. As the outcome of a stimulus which has passed 
through more or less complex emotive or ratiocinative processes, 
action is only the movement of the last ball in a series in which 
the first one has been struck a blow. At best the word canl only 
be used to represent a convenient fiction, supposing this doctrine 
to express all there is of will in the human mind. 

A short paragraph expresses incidentally the author's views as 
to the origin of the mechanism whose action expresses human 
motives and human intelligence. I quote it as being in con- 
sonance with views often expressed by the present writer, but 
opposed to those held by many of the physiological metaphysi- 
cians of the present day: " The will has for its basis a legacy 
coming down from generations innumerable, and registered in 

1 The Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. IHumnboldt Library, No. 52. Trans- 
lated by J. Fitzgerald, A. M. 
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